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Coronary artery bypass graft surgery has proven effective in
relieving anginal symptoms and prolonging survival in many
subsets of coronary artery disease patients [1]. This finding has
led to the extensive application of this procedure in recent years.
In Israel the annual number of CABG-treated patients is
approximately 5,500. However, the above benefits of CABG are
not parallelled by the expected beneficial effect in other quality-
of-life domains, including aspects of both physical and
psychosocial well being. Employment rates in surgically treated
patients are disappointing in that they do not exceed those in
patients treated medically [2±6] and generally are not higher
than rates after an acute myocardial infarction. Post-CABG
employment status has not substantially improved over the past
decades despite the improvement in surgical techniques. Many
post-CABG patients suffer from bodily pain, usually of a
musculoskeletal nature, that they often tend to attribute to
cardiac origin.

Anxiety and depression are frequently encountered in post-
CABG patients [1]. Anxiety may enhance sympathetic nervous
system activity and complicate patient care. The prevalence of
depression is about 33% [7], similar to that in post-myocardial
infarction patients. Depression may complicate physical and
psychosocial recovery and is also a documented risk factor for
recurrent cardiac events [8,9]. Thus, the realization of one's
mortality, physical limitations, limitations of sexual and
vocational activities, and the development of nihilism regarding
the modification of risk factors may adversely affect recovery.
Neurocognitive sequelae of the operation may also impair
quality of life.

In addition, the benefit of CABG with regard to both
symptom relief and mortality decreases over the long term (10
years) due to the progression of graft and native coronary
atherosclerosis [1]. Therefore, there is a need for intensive
efforts to screen for and treat coronary artery disease risk

factors in post-CABG patients [1,10,11]. All smokers should
receive educational counseling and be offered smoking cessation
therapy after CABG [1]. Also indicated are aggressive lipid-
lowering therapy, control of high blood pressure and body
weight, and regular physical activity [1,10].

The participation of post-CABG patients in a comprehensive
cardiac rehabilitation program may be the appropriate response
to the above mentioned issues. Such programs consist of
physical exercise together with education, counseling and
behavior-modification strategies aimed at reducing coronary
disease risk factors and modifying lifestyle and health-related
behaviors [10]. Extensive research [10] points to the beneficial
effects of cardiac rehabilitation on exercise tolerance, symptoms
of angina and heart failure, blood lipid levels, carbohydrate and
insulin metabolism, body weight and blood pressure control,
psychological well being, psychosocial functioning and rate of
progression of coronary atherosclerosis, as well as on mortality
rates. Studies have reported a 25% reduction in mortality
following participation in a cardiac rehabilitation program
[10,12,13]. Improved endothelial function is an additional
potential benefit of cardiac rehabilitation [14].

The cost-effectiveness of cardiac rehabilitation services is
also well documented [10,15]. During a 3 year follow-up of an
American patient sample after coronary events, 58% of which
were CABG operations, per capita hospitalization charges were
$739 lower for rehabilitated patients than for non-participants
[15]. The cost-effectiveness of cardiac rehabilitation stems from
both a decrease in healthcare utilization costs (recurrent
hospitalizations, invasive procedures and physician and emer-
gency room referrals) and an increase in productive employ-
ment.

Current practice guidelines [1,16] encourage participation of
post-CABG patients in such programs. Recent American
College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines
for CABG surgery [1] emphasized that ``cardiac rehabilitation
should be offered to all eligible patients after coronary bypass
surgery.''CABG = coronary artery bypass grafting
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In Israel, the participation of post-CABG patients in a
cardiac rehabilitation program is not only a recommendation of
experts in the field, but also one of the medical services for
which these patients are legally eligible. However, surveys of
cardiac rehabilitation services in Israel that were conducted in
1996 [17] and 1998 show that the actual number of post-CABG
patients who participated in a cardiac rehabilitation program
was very low, 5±7%.

In this issue of IMAJ, Simchen and colleagues [18]
demonstrate the benefits that post-CABG patients derive from
participation in a phase II cardiac rehabilitation program for
health-related quality of life and social functioning. Their study
was based on a unique patient sample: all 45±64 year old one
year survivors after CABG in Israel in 1994 (n=2,085). A very
low percentage (6.9%) of these patients participated in such a
program, and their responses to generic (SF-36) and specific
health-related quality of life questionnaires were compared with
those of a control group of non-rehabilitated patients matched
for age, gender, and time of answering the questionnaire.
Compared to the controls, the rehabilitated patients achieved
significantly higher scores in several domains of the generic
quality of life questionnaire: general health, physical function-
ing, and social functioning. The rehabilitated patients also
reported significantly better overall functioning, higher satisfac-
tion with medical care, and a higher rate of employment. The
authors refer to the extremely low participation rate in cardiac
rehabilitation, which they attribute mainly to the lack of
recommendation by cardiac surgeons. According to Simchen et
al. [18], many patients are referred to cardiac rehabilitation
programs following a recommendation from friends or relatives
who participated in such programs. The authors emphasize the
need for a healthcare policy that encourages the routine referral
of post-CABG patients to cardiac rehabilitation programs.

As indicated by the authors, the limitations of their study [18]
are the lack of randomization and their use of a sample of
patients who referred themselves for cardiac rehabilitation.
Therefore, the difference in health-related quality of life between
the two groups of patients could be attributed to factors
unrelated to participation in a cardiac rehabilitation program.
However, their findings are consistent with those of a Finnish
study [19] that was based on the randomization of post-CABG
patients to a standard care group (n=109) or a standard care
plus rehabilitation group (n=119). Rehabilitated patients
reported better physical mobility, better perceived health, better
perceived overall life conditions, and better occupational status
compared to controls.

An understanding of the factors that contribute to this low
participation rate is of extreme importance for planning and
implementing measures to increase participation. These factors
may be divided into the following three major categories:

The healthcare system ± e.g., the reluctance of agencies
providing healthcare to refer patients and to finance their
participation in cardiac rehabilitation programs, the lack of
such programs in many parts of Israel, and the low rate of

recommendation for such programs by cardiac surgeons,
cardiologists, internists and primary care physicians.

The cardiac rehabilitation program ± aspects of which may be an
obstacle to patients' participation, e.g., inconvenient time
schedule, distance from home, incongruence between program
components and individual needs.

Patients' characteristics ± e.g., lack of awareness regarding
cardiac rehabilitation services and their potential to contribute
to their physical and psychosocial well being, inability to
participate in the program due to long working hours or
multiple social roles, low socioeconomic status, lack of financial
coverage by health insurance, transportation difficulties, and
concomitant medical problems that may interfere with partici-
pation.

It is clear that action should be taken to overcome the above
obstacles. The Ministry of Health Committee on ``Cardiac
Rehabilitation ± Policy and Application'' recently issued
recommendations that include post-CABG patients among the
high priority patient groups. Adopting these recommendations
is a step in the right direction. The committee recommended the
following:

. Improvement of the availability of cardiac rehabilitation
services by more efficient utilization of the existent facilities
throughout the day and by opening new centers for cardiac
rehabilitation.

. Improvement of the referral system for outpatient cardiac
rehabilitation services by the appointment of a cardiac
rehabilitation nurse coordinator in each medical center and
in the community. The Committee also stressed that the
discharge documents administered by the cardiac surgery
departments and the medical letters from cardiac units
should contain clear recommendations for cardiac rehabili-
tation.

. Facilitation of early rehabilitation programs, including phase
I (during hospitalization) programs and programs at
convalescence centers.

. Initiation of measures for increasing the awareness among
healthcare providers, physicians, other health professionals,
patients and their families, as well as the general public, of
the importance of cardiac rehabilitation programs.

In spite of the many obstacles that stand in the way of
cardiac rehabilitation as a standard procedure for cardiac
patients, there seems to be a growing acceptance among both
patients and physicians of the long-term medical and psycho-
social benefits of rehabilitation programs. The study by
Simchen et al. is certainly an important contribution to this
trend that will hopefully lead to a greater appreciation and
understanding of this important field.
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Capsule

Toxoplasma binding to cells

The intracellular parasite Toxoplasma gondii contains a
structure known as the microneme (a secretory organelle) at
its apical end. The microneme is needed for parasite invasion
and is thought to provide components required for binding to
host cells, and for the formation of the parasitophorous
vacuole in which the parasite grows and replicates.

Reiss et al. have discovered that the biogenesis of
micronemal proteins involves helpers that mediate the
transport and targeting of newly synthesized protein to the
growing organelle. The transmembrane protein MIC6 acts as

an escort for two soluble micronemal proteins, MIC1 and
MIC4, by forming a tripartite complex within the endoplas-
mic reticulum, followed by transit to the microneme. Both
MIC1 and MIC4 are adhesins that likely participate in
binding to host membranes. Taken together, their findings
suggest that the three-component complex may act as a
bridge between the invading parasite and the host cell.

J Cell Biol 2001;152:563

Life is short, eat dessert first

Anonymous
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